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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to identify the misconceptions held by undergraduate students when taking introductory
CS1 courses using Python. The methodology of this work consisted of interviews with instructors of previous sections of
an introductory CS1 course in Python at Unicamp, and through the analysis of past exams. As a result of this work, we
documented a set of 28 hypothetical misconceptions in Python through the antipattern [1] format, allowing the
identification of why, how, and where the mapped misconceptions usually occur. Future work involves the development
of a Concept Inventory—a multiple-choice questionnaire in which each misconception is mapped to an incorrect option—
in the Python programming language.
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Introduction
A Concept Inventory (CI) is a set of multiple-choice
questions that can be used to assess students’
comprehension on some topic at some point during a
course [2]. The purpose of this research is to develop a
CI for Computer Science Introductory Programming
Courses in Python, as part of our larger research effort in
developing a CI for Introductory CS in a more general
sense. Our adopted methodology includes the analysis of
past exams, interviews with instructors of previous
sections of Python-based CS1, and partial adaptation of
our own existing work in the C language [3,4].

Results and Discussion
Using our C language CI as a starting point, we have
analyzed 204 past exams in Python CS1 and interviewed
three instructors from those sections. The result is a list
of 28 hypothetical misconceptions in Python, of which 17
were present in our previous work in C, and 11 have been
raised in our work in Python.
Current results indicate that the topics of recursion and
iteration pose the same challenges for students of C and
Python alike. Issues regarding function parameters and
variables have not appeared as prominently in our
investigation in Python as they had in C, and we have not
been able to ascertain whether Boolean expressions are
any source of difficulty in Python. Moreover, we have
found that there are certain Python-specific matters that
might challenge introductory-level students, e.g. the
peculiarities of for-loops in Python and the use of classes
and their methods and attributes.

Conclusions
We have found that the processes of learning computer
programming at an introductory undergraduate level in
Python and C share certain similarities in terms of general
programming concepts, and have certain important
differences regarding how these concepts are
implemented in the structure of distinct programming
languages, such as, in this case, C and Python.

Future work in this study includes determining in more
specific terms which of our hypothetical misconceptions
are verifiable, through interviews with students and the
creation of an online questionnaire, in order to provide
statistical feedback on our list of 28 hypotheses.
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